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In the course of high school history students have been wronged, they have not been given                

the treatment they deserve from a school that says “We put the needs of our students first”. We                  
the students of Spring Valley MSHS need to be treated like people not like homework that the                 
staff has to do good so she/he can do good.  
 
We believe that every student holds the right to have better utilities and better school               
environment. We believe that students deserve the quality that the school claims they will              
provide. 
 
Our school board believes an all day open campus would be a bad idea and they are denying our                   
right to work in the peaceful outside environment and get our work done.  
Our teachers expect that all of the tremendous amount of homework that they assign gets done                
not taking in the fact that we may or may not have jobs or after school activities. 
Our school board decides that the school lunch is still suitable even though Michelle Obama and                
her rain of taste tyranny is over, they are taking our rights to a better breakfast and likable lunch. 
Our school board denies that having our own personal laptop would be good idea, but in reality                 
it’s a great idea. Having our own laptops opens our options so that people who don't have                 
access to a computer now do. 
I don't think our school would ever even consider this as an option but why not try. I believe that                    
the school day should be moved to an hour later. They would never consider this as an option                  
because they don’t recognize that students here stay up late whether we start earlier or later. 
The school has previously denied us on getting a bigger new weight lifting room even though                
they have a program for lifting that in used in phy ed. We have the right to quality weight lifting                    
equipment. 
The school board has no idea how awful the provided desks in class are, they are                
uncomfortable, crowded, and have little to no room on the table top. We are being held captive                 
by these restraining desks. 
The school board expects us to fit everything we have and required to have in these 1.5ft by 5ft                   
by 2ft lockers. I may be the only one with this problem but I am always hitting my neighbor with                    
my locker and I feel bad for it, but in turn for not hitting them I cant even get into my locker,                      
which means I have to wait until they leave making me late for class.  
Our school board doesn’t understand that the wifi is bad for students because they have their                
own wifi network. I believe that we should have better wifi, my opposers may say it’s a                 
distraction in the work environment, and I say to them have the wifi set up so it can only be used                     
during lunch or when needed in class. 
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Our teachers don’t give equal treatment to the students and that is mostly for phy ed. The                 
teachers believe athletes above anyone else should get phy ed. Also people with last name that                
of a teacher should get the course above all else. 
 
No matter how many times we have tried to let the staff know that we do not believe we are                    
getting fair treatment they deny it because it belittles their intelligence and their ego. 
 
We the people of Spring Valley have declared that now that you know how we feel about the                  
treatment and quality of this school we expect that you change or take into consideration our                
thoughts.-7 
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